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Peterson's Test Prep Subscription:⚡️ Now, with flashcards! DSST Environmental Science Exam Practice Tests & Study Guides CLEP Principles of Management Practice Tests Plus+ And over 150 other tests! Our DSST Management Information Systems Exam Practice Tests & Study Guides includes: Work through three (3) full-length, content-aligned DSST practice tests, with
detailed answers and explanations to EVERY question Course videos on the following topics: Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Telecommunications and Networks, Business Information Systems,Systems Analysis and Design, Managing Data Resources, Business Decision Making, MIS and the Organization, and MIS Issues ⚡️Now, with over 80 flashcards! Learn where
you want, when you want. Dynamic delivery means you can prep at your own pace for DSST tests on your mobile device, tablet, or computer. Peterson’s is an official test prep provider of the DSST, so you can be confident that what you see on Peterson’s practice tests will the types of questions you’ll see on exam day DSST Environmental Science Exam Practice Tests & Study
Guides CLEP Principles of Management Practice Tests Plus+ And over 150 other tests! Earn credits on your own schedule Students save an average of $900+ in tuition for each DSST exam they pass! 90 minutes of instructional videos Skill and drill with flashcards! The DSST is a collection of standardized tests that measures your knowledge of certain subjects. Students can
earn college credit at thousands of colleges and universities by earning a satisfactory score on a DSST exam. The DSST consists of 37 tests that fall under six subject categories: Physical Science, Technology, Humanities, Business, Math, and Social Science. A scaled score is calculated from multiple choice questions and essay scores. Scores range from 200 to 500. A score of
400 is considered a passing score, with 434 considered a B-equivalent. As individual institutions may require specific scores to award credit, it is always advisable to check with your college or university about their policy. Anyone seeking college credit can take DSST exams. Military personal, home-schoolers, and adult learners are typical DSST test takers, but exams are also
open to college and high school students. The DSST exam is helpful for students seeking higher education outside of the traditional classroom. By taking the DSST you can apply prior or current knowledge to get a head start on your higher education pathway, enhance your degree, and save time and money on courses. Students can take a variety of exams on entry-level
collegiate topics in order to bypass these courses in college or university. Does this sound familiar? That may be because many students take DSST tests in conjunction with CLEP tests. While both offer college credit, CLEP tests offer testing in mainstream subjects while DSST test subjects are more specialized and can be used for both lower level and upper level credits. DSST
exams test you on the equivalent of an entire college semester’s worth of curriculum in approximately 2 hours. While the idea is to test you on material with which you have prior learning, reviewing the content and test format is in order as a satisfactory score earns you the college credit you’re after. While everyone is different, Peterson’s recommends at least 6 weeks of
preparation for test day. Students can only register and pay for a DSST exam at an authorized DSST testing center. The GetCollegeCredit website is a great resource to find information on locating testing centers as well as institutions that award credit for the DSST. Why Peterson’s? Peterson’s is the world’s leading educational services company dedicated to furthering education
after high school and beyond. From culinary school to medical school—and everything in-between–Peterson’s helps you discover, prepare for, and fund your education. Every year over 500,000 students use Peterson’s books, practice tests, and learning tools to ace their exams. We are also exceptionally proud to be the official test-prep provider of the DSST which provides
college credit by exam for our men and women in uniform across the globe. Don’t take our word for it — listen to what our customers have to say about our DSST products: “Very helpful to prepare for the exams.”Jake“Peterson's is great at giving you exactly what you need to know for your DSST exams.”Bianca“Bought for my public speaking DSST, I passed!”JeremyWith digital
and print prep guides for over 150 exams and tests, there’s nowhere you can’t go with Peterson’s by your side. The U.S. Department of State Foreign Service Officer Test (FSOT) is one of eight integral steps in selection as a foreign service officer (FSO). The full eight-step process is as follows:Choose your career path between the foreign service career tracks of consular,
economic, management, political and public diplomacyRegister for the FSOTTake the FSOTSubmit personal narrativesTake an oral assessmentAchieve medical and security clearancesPass review of suitabilityGet on the registerFSOT Exam Study Guide with Practice QuestionsThe FSOT is computer-based and consists of four sections: a job knowledge test, a biographic
questionnaire, an English expression test and a written essay test. The first three sections consist of multiple-choice questions. Each section is timed separately.How Can I Register to Take the FSOT?Prospective participants can register for the FSOT during a registration period that opens about five-weeks before and closes three days before each testing window. Registration,
which includes application submission and seat selection, takes place through Pearson VUE, an international, computer-based testing agency.Prospective participants must fill out an application in order to register. This includes the completion of seven sections:About yourselfMilitary serviceCareer trackEducationLanguage/proficiencyWork experienceAdditional personal
informationOnce an application is submitted, it cannot be changed. Candidates are charged a $72 fee if they do not show up to an exam appointment and fail to cancel it at least two days in advance.FSOT Practice TestWhat Items Are Needed and Prohibited During the Department of State’s Foreign Service Officer Test?Participants in the FSOT are advised to arrive at the testing
center at least 30 minutes before their scheduled appointment time. They must bring with them a current, government- or state-issued ID (and those testing overseas must provide their U.S. passports). Participants will be required to have their photos taken at the testing center.Cell phones and other electronic devices are not permitted in the testing center. Sunglasses and hats
are prohibited, as are food and drink.Participants should dress comfortably to take the exam and keep in mind that they will not be interacting with any interviewers during their FSOT testing period.What Specific Content Appears on the FSOT from the U.S. Department of State?As noted above, the FSOT consists of four sections, each of which is timed. Participants are not
allowed to return to a previous test section if they finish a later section with extra time.The specific content on the exam was determined based on job analysis of practicing foreign service officers and the knowledge and aptitudes that were critical to them. The specific content areas that appear as questions on the test are as follows:Geography and world history: Understanding
historical events, developments and issues and how they have impacted U.S. foreign policyEconomics: Understanding basic economic foundations and issues, as well as the U.S. economic systemStatistics and mathematics: Understanding statistical and mathematical procedures, including some calculationsHuman behavior, management principles and psychology:
Understanding basic management and supervisory techniques and methodsCommunications: Understanding effective communications and public speaking, including public media, media relations and the goals of public diplomacyThe internet and computers: Understanding word processing, databases, spreadsheets, e-mail and the internetAptitude with grammar, writing,
sentence structure and punctuation for writing and editing reports (including English expression and language usage skills)U.S. Government: Understanding the composition and functioning of the federal government, Congress, the Constitution and the U.S. political systemU.S. history, customs, culture and society: Understanding the major institutions, movements and events in
national historyHow Can I Get a Great Score on the U.S. Department of State’s FSOT?Because the FSOT is the critical testing knowledge component of selection as an FSO, and because it covers such a broad range of knowledge, it is recommended that prospective participants create a study strategy that includes a general overview of knowledge as well as repetitive drilling of
specific information.To achieve such a combined approach, it is best to leverage a study guide and a set of study flashcards created specifically for the FSOT. Mometrix Test Preparation offers both such a study guide and set of flashcards.How to Pass the FSOT FSOT test breakdown
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